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EDIC L JOU AL 
University of Western Ontario 
Volume 21 November, 1951 No.4 
EARLY MEDICINE IN CANADA• 
8 jEAN HARDIE, '51 
I N THE EARLY days f anada ' history medicine was n t outstand-ing. It followed very much the pattern of medicine pra tised in the 
rest of the world at that time, and until the late 1800' had little to 
contribute to medical progre . H wever, for anyone intere ted in the 
hi tory of hi country, the story of how medicine influ en ed, and was 
influen ed by, the course of event which shaped the destiny of Canada 
can be added as an interesting chapter to Canadian history. 
Before the white men came to the New World the Indians suffered 
from few diseases and had developed their own m.ethods for treating 
them . Medicine men used a type of p y hotherapy designed to dispel 
the evil spirits from the body of the sick one by dancing, chanting, beat-
ing drum and looking as ferocious a po ible. They were the spiritual 
advi ers of the tribe and were held in po ition of highest esteem. How-
ever, they were expected to cure a go dly number of their patients or 
suffer a penalty of death. Most of the caring for the sick was delegated 
to the ' omen of the tribe who knew various plants and herbs of thera-
peuti value--and probably saved the reputation of many a medicine 
man by their tender care. 
One Indian method of resu citating a drowned person is worth 
noting. They filled a long piece of ut with tobacco smoke and con-
nected it to the mouth of the dro~ ned man. They then drove the 
moke into hi body and hung him fr m a tree by his feet. The smoke 
au ed the p or man to expel all the water he had inhaled and often 1 
he was miraculously returned to life. 
Mental illnesses were known to the Indians and epilepsy was found 
among them . Because certain tribes held sacred the mentally ill and 
awarded them privileges, feigning in anity was common and the follow-
ing effe ti e remedy applied to any uspected malingerer: a loop of rope 
wa placed around hi neck, hi f ot drawn up and the other end of 
the rope atta hed to it . If he straightened his leg he automatically 
tightened the noose and strangled himself. 
Their knowledge of surgery was more advanced and there were 
bonesetters who showed a great deal of skill. To treat a fracture they 
set the bone, placed around the limb a pad of moss which they covered 
•Rud •t the niver ity of Western Onurio "Osler Society" me tin~ Feb. 7. 19) I. 
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with resin and an outer coat of bark and put the patient on a bed of 
moss, thus using the principles of reduction and immobilization which 
are practised toc.lay. Amputati ns were done, when necessary, at the 
joints and bleeding ves3cls seared with hot knives. 
It was only when the white men brought with them the diseases of 
European civilization that the Indians' system of medicine broke down. 
Smallpox probably took the heaviest toll of Indian lives. This devas-
tating disease spread rapidly through the tribes extending as far west 
as the Omahas who inhabitec.l the entral plains. 
In the region of Quebec the Jesuits undertook to visit the sick. In 
the "Relations" LeJeune wrote that smallpox was so universal among the 
Indians that he did not know of one who had escaped it. The Jesuits 
journeyed from village to village ministering to the sick and bringing 
them religious teachings. The Indians soon put the blame on the visits 
~f these black-robed men for spreading disease among them. From 
fear they refused to go near the Jesuits, threatened them, and plotted 
their massacre. LeJeune wrote that he himself began to believe that 
the missionaries carried the disease with them from house to house 
as it followed wherever they went. From 1635, when smallpox first 
infected the Indians until only a remnant of the numerous tribes which 
had once roamed the plains remained, it was always present among 
them. 
In 1807 Jenner sent to the Indians at Fort George mallpox vaccine 
and instructi ns for its use. The Indians received the gift and in grati-
tude wrote Jenner a touching letter thanking him and the Great Spirit 
which had given him so much wisdom. They sent him a belt and a 
string of wampum as a token for having saved their tribe from com-
plete extinction. 
In l 534 Jacques Cartier and his small company of men sailed up 
the St. Lawrence to the Island of Orlean and built a small fort at Cap 
Rouge near Quebec. During the winter which followed , his men became 
alarmed when disease broke out among them. They believed they had 
contracted it from the Indians in the nearby village of Stadacona . The 
men lo t their strength so that the could not stand on their feet, their 
legs be arne swollen, their skin discoloured with purplish spots and 
their gum o diseased that their teeth fell out. Of the one hundred 
and ten Rreton sailors who first inhabited the fort, only ten were not 
afflicted . These, afraid that the Ind ians might learn of their weakened 
condition, put forth a great di play of activity and buried their dead in 
secret. Among their numbers was a ba rber-sur_geon whose practice in-
cluded little more than dre sing wou nd , applying leeches and pulling 
teeth , and a young man, Philippe Rougement. When Rougement be-
came ill and died Jacques Cartier ordered the surgeon to cut open his 
body that they might discover the cause of the disease. This was the first 
autopsy performed in Canada and Cartier's report of it is as follows: 
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'He was found to have his heart white but rotten and more 
than a quart of blood about it. His liver was indifferent-faire 
but his lungs were black and mortified. His blood was alto-
gether shrunk about his heart . . . Moreover, because one of 
his thighs was very black without, it was opened, but within 
it was whole and sounJ . That done as well as it could be 
he was buried.' 
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From the clinical picture anJ the pathological report we should have 
no difficulty in recognizing the disease as scurvy. It was Cartier who 
observed an Indian, Dom Agaya, who previously sick from the same 
condition was up anJ walking around in a healthy state. He asked 
the Indian how he had cured himself and was answered when Dom 
Agaya showed him the leaves and bark of the spruce tree and instructed 
him to make an infusion from them and drink it. Cartier took this 
remedy back to the fort and we are told that all who drank of it were 
made well. 
When Cartier returned to France he neglected to pass on the Indian 
cure for scurvy to his successors, and when Roberval landed at Cap 
Rouge in 1 ~42 about a third of his men died from the disease, many 
were hanged fwm his enforcement of order and discipline, and the rest 
fled , falling into the hands of hostile Indians. 
When Samuel de Champlain came to Canada in 1604 he brought 
with him two apothecaries. Daniel Hay and Louis Hebert. Hay is said 
to be the first medical man to practise in this country, while Hebert, 
more interested in clearing his land for cultivation, is remembered as 
the first Canadian farmer. Champlain 's colonists were also stricken 
with scurvy . Champlain came close to understanding the cause of 
scurvy as being a dietary deficiency when he organized the "Ordre de 
Ron Temps" for the promotion of good eating, good drinking, and good 
fellowship . Each member in his turn had to provide a sumptuous ban-
quet for the others includ ing in his menu an abundance of fresh meat 
and fish . As well as providing good food he was required to spend 
many hours in the open air hunting and shooting thus keeping his body 
in good physical condition. 
In spite of his careful efforts Champlain's first attempt to colomze 
his little fort at Quebec was a failure . He was forced to return to 
France when all but nine of his men had succumbed to scurvy. He 
returned in 1616 again with Louis Hebert who gave medical services 
to the colonists and Indians and cleared his plot of land for farming . 
When Hebert died a phy ician named Robert Giffard arrived in 
Quebec. He was a man of edu ation and culture who sought adventure 
by masquerading as a surgeon (a much lower caste in those days) and 
coming to New France. He gave medical help to any colonists or Indians 
who asked for it. He built his home at Beauport, some miles from 
Quebec, but was- held in such high est~em by even the Iroquois that he 
I 
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and his family were in n danger from attacks. His house was later 
used as a headquarters by Mont aim in the Seven Years' war. Giffard 
was awarded a title of nobility and became phy ician to the first hospital 
in New Fran e, Hotel Dieu du Precieux Sang. 
This ho pital was founded not long after Quebec had become 
settled. On August 1st, 1639, the fir t nurses, three in number, arrived. 
They started work in a four-room house containing a table and two 
benches. They were obliged to collect branches to make beds and to 
use their own personal linen for bandage . The following year a hos-
pital was begun in Sillery, just out ide the city. As smallpox was then 
epidemic among the Hurons the mall building on became filled with 
Indians but the mortality was so great that they called it ••the house of 
death". In addition, the hospital was in constant danger from attacks 
by the Iroquois and the sisters were forced to move back " ithin the 
city four years later. The hi tory of the Hotel Dieu is filled with 
stories of courage and self-sacrifice on the part of the nursing sisters 
who constantly faced death from di ea e or at the hands of the Indians. 
They never failed in their duty and opened the doors of the hospital 
to friend and foe alike. 
A nursing sister named Jeanne Mance arrived with the first party 
of col nists lead by Maisonneuve to Montreal in 1642. She established 
the Hotel Dieu in Montreal which was nearly always filled with wounded 
following the frequent attacks of the Iroquois. 
In addition, these young ho pital had to be prepared to receive 
the si k arriving from the Old World . Almo t every hip which docked 
in Quebec brought with it an epidemic of typhus, plague or smallpox. 
Most of the doctors of this era were barber-surgeons who came 
out from France with the army. One of the be t known is Jean Madry 
who introduced the system of urgical apprenti e hips to the New 
World and " ho later became the fir t mayor of Quebec. 
Following Madry came Michel Sarrazin, a surgeon who returned 
to France to qualify for his M.D . and then re-settled in Quebec. He 
received no money from his patients but was paid a yearly salary by 
the King of France. His reputation as a surgeon was reatly enhanced 
in the year 1700 when he operated successfully on pne of the nuns for 
can er of the breast. She had been a very devout woman believinj.! in 
self- acrifice and self-mortification. She wore underwear of haircloth 
and her cor ets had sharp points which stuck into her. Sarrazin believed 
that the cancer was a result of the irritation from this underclothing . 
He amputated her breast and he lived for nineteen years, probably 
becau e it wasn't cancer in the first place. 
Another interesting man was Timothy O'Sullivan. an Irishman 
who had spent sixteen years as a captain in the Spanish Dragoon. He 
came to Montreal where his name became metamorph06ed into Timothe 
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Sylvain. He received spe ial permi ion from the King of France to 
practise mcdi ine in that city, although his only qualification seems to 
ha e been that his father wa a phy ician in Ireland . 
An e en more notoriou member of the medi al pr fession was 
Jean LaCo te, a practitioner of Montreal who was condemned to death 
for forging a five franc note. His case was appealed as an honour 
accorded to a member of his profes ion, and instead he was condemned 
to be stripped naked, beaten in public, branded with a hot iron, and 
sent to France to serve as a galley lave for the rest of his life. 
During the end of the seventeenth century and the beginning of 
the eighteenth century the French and English were constantly at war. 
The English took advantage of the natural enmity betv een the French 
and the I r quois and enc u raged the Indians to attack the French settle-
ments. During the wars the British and Iroquois fought together 
against the French, Hurons, and Algonquins. Disease played a major 
part in the outcome of these wars, being sometimes a help to the Eng-
lish, sometimes saving the French, but never being a friend t the Indian. 
Smallp x was a factor in saving New France in 1690. The New 
Englanders attacked Montreal v ith a force of two thousand English 
troops and fifteen hundred Indian . At the same time an English fleet 
under Sir William Phipps sailed up the St. Lawrence to attack Quebec. 
Smallpox broke. out in both their land and sea forces causing their com-
plete disorganization and withdrawal. 
Later, six thousand French and two thou and Indians under Mont-
calm attacked the English at Fort William Henry. Smallp x was ram-
pant in the mall fort and the Engli h ceded with little fight . After 
the battle the Indians entered the fort plundered it and massacred the 
soldiers. They were repaid , however, when smallpox spread through 
their tribe and nearly exterminated them. 
The English are suspe ted of having spread smallp x deliberately 
among the unfriendly Indians although this has never been proved. 
At the time of the British conque t of Quebec the French mustered 
ten thousand men to defend the city. It is estimated that if smallpox 
had not reduced their numbers o g reatly there would have been twice 
as many men ready to defend Quebec and the outcome of the conflict 
might have been entirely different. 
As most of the medical men during the French regime had come 
to New France as surgeons with the troops, so had most of the English 
medical men belonged to the army. Medical practice under the British 
regime should have been of a higher standard, for among them were 
graduates of the best medical schools in Britain . However, since the 
French laws governing medical practice had ceased to function when the 
British took over, the country was over-run with quacks and charlatans. 
· To counteraq this the government passed a Medical Act in 1788 requiring 
• 
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all practitioners to obtain a license. An appli ant for a license had to 
be twenty-one years of age and must have served an apprenticeship of 
five years with a practising physician in the province. 
One of the first men to receive his licen e was Fran~ois Blanchet 
who had served his apprenticeship under a physician of the Hopital 
General. He became one of the pioneers of medical education in Canada. 
By 1824 the need for medical hools in Canada had bee me very appar-
ent. Blanchet and Dr. von Iffland, a man of mixed French and Ger-
man parentage, started the Quebec dispensary. Blanchet lectured in 
medicine and surgery while .von Iffland taught anatomy. His methods 
for obtaining cadavers for dissection became so distasteful to his fellow 
citizens that he was finally forced to leave Quebec. The school of 
medicine was not a financial success and was forced to close within a 
few years. 
At the same time in St. Th mas, Ontario, an attempt was made to 
organize a medical s hool by D t rs R lph and Duncombe. In Ontario, 
as in Quebec, the standard of medicine after 1763 had been poor and 
quacks exploited the people. Moreover, few well-trained physicians 
came to Upper Canada with the ettlers. In 1818 Parliament passed 
legislation providing for the establishment of a Medical B ard who 
would examine all candidates and issue certificates. By 1 24 Upper 
Canada was ready to train medi al men of her own . One of the founders 
of this first sch ol, John Rolph , was a member of the R yal College of 
urge ns f England and had studied under A tley C per. He was 
a man of immen e ideal · and energy. A story i told ab ut his making 
an epic ride to Toronto one day to ask the Governor's pardon for two 
men condemned to be hanged for stealing an ox. The Reverend John 
Ryerson accompanied the men to the scaffold as their spiritual com-
forter. He knelt and prayed for over an hour in the hot sun waiting 
for Dr. Rolph to return with the Governor's pardon. Everybody was 
bee ming quite annoyed, including the condemned men, when almost 
two hours later John Rolph arri ed on the scene with the reprieve. 
This first medical s h ol in Upper Canada was under the director-
ship of Dr. Charles Duncombe, and lectures in anatomy and physiology 
were given by Dr. Rolph . It wa an un uccessful attempt and the s hool 
losed in two year . After that , Rolph went to Toronto and organized 
what became known as "Rolph 's S hool of Medicine". It was located 
in his back yard in half of his barn, the other half being inhabited by 
his horse and cow. The students sat on benches arranged in tiers and 
Dr. Rolph stood behind his table which consisted of the vat containing 
the specimens for dissection. 
When rival medical schools started up it was rumoured that Rolph 
used his political influence to have them closed. His school later be-
came the Toronto School of Medicine and was finally taken over by 
the University of Toronto in 1887. 
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Back in Montreal a Medical Institution was founded which event-
ually became the Medical Faculty of McGill University. Clinical facil-
ities there were fifty years in advance of any on the North American 
contin nt. Students were allowed free access to the wards in the hos-
pitals. It was this progressive school which attracted young William 
Osler from Toronto in 1871. 
An interesting character in the history of Medicine in Quebec . was 
James Douglas. Born in Scotland in 1800 he studied medicine in 
Edinburgh and London and embarked on an adventurous career which 
lead him from India to the Arctic Circle. Eventually he married and 
settled in Boston where he practised and carried out dissections on 
specimens snatched from a neighbouring graveyard. When one of his 
patients wandered into his dissecting room and recognized the body on 
the table, Douglas found himself faced with a criminal charge and was 
forced to flee the country. He ·sought refuge in Quebec and became 
surgeon at the Marine Hospital there. He experimented with mesmer-
ism in an attempt to perform painless operations and is said to have 
removed a mandible from a hypnotized patient. 
Until 1847 the insane in Quebec were kept handcuffed in small 
dark cells under dreadful sanitary conditions. James Douglas deplor~d 
this state of affairs and made a pact with the provincial g vernment 
to look after the patients for three years if the government would take 
over then and provide a suitable asylum for them. He bought a manor 
house at Beauport and two hundred acres of land. The inmates were 
given good meals, clean beds and an opportunity to spend some time 
out of doors. Unfortunately the government neglected to carry out their 
part of the bargain and the lot of the insane in Quebec was allowed 
to deteriorate for almost a century after Douglas had made the first 
step toward bettering it. 
When the Prairie Provinces became settled a few medical men 
migrated westward with the settlers. One of the outstanding practition-
ers was John Christian S hultz who was one of the founders of Winni-
peg and later became a member of the Dominion Parliament. 
Rriti h Columbia consi ted of little but a few scattered Hudson's 
Ray trading posts until a flood of gold rushes suddenly populated th"e 
provin e. John Seba tian Helmcken was the only medical man in the 
area at that time. He stayed at Fort Rupert on the B.C. c ast and one 
time made a two hundred mile trip south to Fort Victoria in a canoe, 
to attend a governor who was ill. 
I have sketched the highlights of the history of Medicine in Canada 
up to the middle of the nineteenth, century. After this time rapid ad-
vances were made and Canada produced many notable medical men. 
She now takes an outstanding place in the medical progress of the 
world. 
MANAGEMENT OF BREECH 
PRESENTATION DURING LABOUR 
AND POST-PARTUM 
·By D. c. M FARLANE, '51 
F REQUENCY OF breech presentation at time of labour is in the neighbourhood of one in thirty. This, however, includes prema-
ture as well as full term labours. The incidence of the latter is one in 
sixty, leading us to believe that one half of all breeches are converted, 
either spontaneously or manuall y, at or before the thirty- ixth week of 
pregnancy. Permanent conversion after this period d es not appear to 
be significant in over-all statistics, though not uncommon. 
Breech presentation may be classified as complete or double and 
, incomplete. In the former , the foetus assumes the usual attitude of 
universal flexion , but with reversed polarity. Incomplete breech may 
be divided into frank breech, having one or both thighs flexed against 
the trunk with the legs extended, and footling, where either a knee or 
foot presents. This also may be single or double. 
It is possible to distinguish six positions of breech presentation; 
however, according to De Lee, only two are commonly observed in 
practice namely left sacro-anterior and right sacra-posterior. In the 
latter, the back tends to be somewhat lateral to the diagonal. The point 
of dire tion is the sacrum and in following the mechanism of labour, 
• the genital crea e is used in the same way as is the sagittal suture in 
vertex presentations. 
With little variation, the actual mechanism of labour is the same, 
whether there is complete bree h or footling . The movements of the 
breech, shoulders and head must be considered, but mechanism will not 
be discussed here since it is readily available in all texts. Generally 
speaking, the breech, even in primiparae tends to remain high until 
labour is well advanced . A breech is not considered engaged until the 
bi-trochanteric diametef is within the brim of the pelvis. 
Management of a breech delivery demands individualization of the 
ca e. During labour, the less interference that is practised, the better. 
During the first stage, once active contractions are established, the pa-
tient should be put to bed in o rder to help keep the membranes intact. 
Ro utine care with frequent listen ing to the foetal heart should be prac-
. ti eJ. Rupture of membranes i an immediate indication for vaginal 
examination to determine whether the cord has prolapsed or not. It 
should be remembered that a o ft breech, e pecially a frank one, is not 
as good a dil ator of the cervix a is a head , so that descent may occur 
through an imperfectly dilated cervix, or once the cervix has dilated, 
delivery is ·often rapid through the relatively rigid and unprepared soft 
parts below. With this in mind some advocate tpe use of a colpeurynter 
uo 
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placed in the vagina and filled with 360-480 c.c. of a mild antiseptic 
solution. This softens and dilates the tissues so that when the bag js 
finally passed the passage of the a tual breech is akin to that of the 
second of twins. The colpeurnyter also helps preserve the membranes, 
a highly desirable factor . The disadvantage is that should the mem-
branes rupture, the fluid may remain concealed. Witholding of enema 
during active first stage labour may or may not have an effect on pres-
ervation of intact membranes. 
During the second stage. the breech hould be born unaided at 
least a far as the umbilicu , if pos ible. This form of delivery consti-
tutes an as isted breech as opposed to bree h extraction . Once the c rd 
appears it should be pulled down ufficiently so that undue train will 
be prevented and so that the t"haracter of the pulsati n may be felt . 
This i the time when traction rnu t be resisted by the phy ician since! 
it predisposes to nuchal or extended arms. If the weight of the body 
is supported and gentle fundal pre ure exerted during pains, the body 
will be expelled, the shoulders born by lateral flexion and the head will 
remain flexed. It can then be delivered spontaneously or by the Mauri-
ceau-Smellie-Veit or Wigand-Martin manoeuvre. Once the mouth and 
nostril are born, they should be wiped with light gauze and perhaps 
a tracheal catheter inserted to clear the passages. At any rate, there is 
no longer any need fot ha te. Posterior rotations of the occiput in 
bree h delivery are uncommon even though the brow is the first part 
of the head to strike the pelvic floor . This is because of the pas age 
of the breech and shoulders so. dimini hes the resistance of the pelvic 
floor that it no · longer influences internal rotation. In primiparae and 
in many multiparae, it is good practice to perform a enerous medio-
lateral episiotomy before the breech is delivered. This saves delay in 
delivery of the shoulders and head and prevents many complete lacera-
tions of the perineum. 
In the above account it is assumed that the foetus is not large, the. 
pelvis is roomy and that the uterine contractions are strong. It is the 
absence of one or more of these factors that produces many of the com-
plications to be described. 
As far as choice of anaesthesia is concerned, pudendal block with 
local infiltration is ideal before the episiotomy is made. This may suffice 
en tirely o r an inhalation anaesthetic may be used once it is deemed that 
th bearing down effort of the patient are no longer needed . Calverley 
in outh L ndon Ho pital advocates, after a series of ca es, the use of 
sodium pentothal 0 . 3--o . ~ grams given when the umbilicus is born and 
no pulsations can be felt, or if there is delay at the shouders, and lastly, 
for deli ery of the foetal head . The advantages of this are: 
1. Rapid anaesthesia. 
2. Persistence of regular uterine contractions. 
Sodium pentothal takes at least five minutes to enter the foetal circu-
lation. 
• 
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Complicatiom and their Management 
Elderly primigravidae-it is sufficient to say that, has external ver-
sion been unsuccessful by the thirty-sixth week and the woman is over 
thirty-five years, caesarean section at term is the treatment of choice. 
Placenta praevia- breech extraction should not be attempted in this 
case since rupture of the uterus is all too frequent. If the delivery from 
below cannot be spontaneous, section is the logical treatment. 
• Impaction of the breech- due to 
1. Disproportion or 
2. Extended legs (frank breech) . 
The first condition, whether foetal or maternal should be noted 
before labour. However, in most cases a trial at labour is indicated, 
with perhaps breech extraction. This is especially so where the con-
dition is undiagnosed before labour and appears clinically to warrant 
a trial. Where a large foetus which cannot be converted into a vertex is 
diagnosed by the thirty-sixth week in an average sized pelvis, premature 
induction of labour by intravenous pituitrin drip is often advisable. 
The indications for breech extraction are: two and a half hours in 
the second stage without progress, any maternal emergency which is 
accompanied by more risk than a breech extraction, abnormal foetal 
heart count before the birth of the umbilicus and any change in the 
rate and regularity of the cord pulsations after delivery of the umbilicus. 
Extension o f the legs, (frank breech) can be suspected by one or more 
of the following findings : 
1. Patient is a primigravida- in 90 percent of such cases, the legs 
are extended. 
2. A well engaged breech at the thirty-sixth week. 
3. A fundus which appears to be lower than usual. 
4. X-ray evidence. 
This complication cause delay or obstruction in labour by forming 
a splint about the body and so interfering with lateral flexion . There 
is al o interference with uterine molding about the foetus . After labour 
ceases to progress for the required period, an epi iotomy is performed 
and the breech allowed to deliver, preferably until the knees are born. 
By gentle abduction of the thighs, pressure being placed in each popli-
teal space, the legs and thighs are flexed and then easily released . · 
If for any cause a foetal leg must be brought down before the 
breech, deep anae the ia is a most important practical point, as it enables 
the operation to be completed quickly and with less brutality to the 
foetus . The procedure for the above is as follows: the attendant's hand 
which corresponds to the abdominal side of the foetus is passed upwards 
into the vag ina and along the flexed thigh, When the level of the 
knee is reached, flexion of the knee by Pinard's manoeuvre as previously 
Jescribed, and achieved by popliteal abduction, will bring the foot dow~. 
-- ---------~--------------------~~----~~==-------
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It is then grasped about the heel , brought downwards and inwards over 
the foetal body and extracted . If this manoeuvre fails, the hand should 
be continued upwards until the heel is reached at the level of the foetal 
neck . ny gentle inward traction , the heel is brought down and finally 
extracted . It is advised that the anterior limb should be sought first, 
but it is almost always this one which is encountered anyway and time 
should not be wasted fumbling about distinguishing feet . Always re-
member that for any resistance encountered there is a reason, so un-
warranted tugging is to be condemned. When one leg has been brought 
down it is usually ea y to get the other by a similar manipulation. Be-
fore traction of any s rt is now considered one must bear in mind that 
incomplete dilatation of the cervix may arrest the foetal head, causing 
almost certain still-birth and j or may produce nuchal or extended arms. 
Trartion i pr'oduced by placing the thumb over each buttock with a 
finger in each groin if such is desired. Beware of supra-renal and hepa-
tic haemorrhage through heavy handling of the foetal back. 
Extcn ion of the Arms-t!-As may be spontaneous but is most com-
monly au ed by premature traction on the legs and body. Pelvic con-
traction an I incomplete dilatation are less c mmon causes. Extended 
arms ob truct the entrance of the head into the pelvic brim and in some 
ca es may lead to complete impaction . The foetal body should be drawn 
upward and outward until the lower anple of the posterior scapula is 
vi ible. and at the same time turned until the back is directed to one 
side. Various methods can now be used to get the posterior arm down 
the roomy concavity of the sacrum. The opposite hand-if the foetal 
back is to the right, the right hand- is introduced along the ventral 
aspect of the foetal body until the elbow is reached . The finger is 
hooked around the elbow and the arm broupht down with a slight sweep-
ing motion over the face of the foetus . The body is then rotated 180 
degrees o that the anterior arm now becomes posterior and is then ex-
tracted in the same way by the operator's opposite hand. 
Shonld the foetal arm and hand lie behind its head, known as dor-
sal disolacement of the arm. the best way to displace this is to rotate 
the foetu :n av from the displaced arm rather than risk shoulder dis-
location or displacement of the upper humeral epiphysis. In other words, 
the foetus is rotated in the direction to which the hand is pointed. The 
arm can then be brought down by a method as described above. 
Delay in deliverv of the aftercoming head-This is usually caused 
bv extension, which is again produced by premature traction. Extension 
of the head produces clinical enlargement by causing a longer diameter 
to enl!al!e. Rarely. the occiput mav rotate posteriorly but this is easily 
handled by manual rotation of the head and body of the foetus. 
If delav is low in the oelvis and caused merely by a ti~ht perineum, 
simple eoisiotomv and letting the foetus hang downward for a few min-
utes. then delivery by supra-pubic pressure and upward traction of the 
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feet is used succe fully by some operators but does not seem feasible in 
view of better methods. 
The Mauriceau-Smellie-Veit manoeuvre is best used for delivery of 
the head whether with or without delay. Care should be taken to pre-
vent injury to the soft parts of the baby's mouth by inserting the finger 
well inside the alveolus. 
The advisability of applying forceps to the aftercoming head is in 
some centres the ubject of much discussion; however, if they are to ~ 
used , they should be applied in the first instance and not after other 
methods have failed . 
If the foetus is dead and the head large, or if the pelvis is contract-
ed, craniotomy will reduce further trauma to maternal soft parts. 
Regarding post-partum compli ations, these may be divided into 
foeta l and maternal. Breech deli ery of infant ' ei bin more than 
2 500 grams or five pound signifi antly increa e foetal mortality. Of 
2,601 such cases compiled in a urvey of the Borough of Br oklyn by 
G rdon and others orne year aAo. 1 , ~7 \ ere pontaneou or assisted 
deliverie with a foetal mortality o f 6.7 /t and foetal injury in 2r, . In 
1
' 55 a es of breech extra tion. th e mortality was 1R.7 , . and injury rate 
. In 405 cases in which the bree h was broken up there was a mor-
talit of 28.9 and 9.< f, were injured. This gives some indication as 
to the relative danAers of such pr edures. In this same series, there 
wa a foetal mortality of 46.4 , in the ninety-seven ca es where there 
was prolap e of the o rd . 
As far a maternal mortalit and morbidity is concerned, mortality 
under g od care should only slightly exceed that of vertex deliveries 
in a large series. Morbidity on the other hand is definitely higher and 
varie directly with the amount of interference. Lacerations of cervix, 
vagina and perineum. anomylou eparation of the placenta and atony 
of a rapidly emptied uterus are the chief results. 
With regards to post-partum maternal care, good routine as for any 
other ca e is all that is neces ary. On thi account, however, it is well 
to mention an article by Greenber.g of New York in which he proposes 
the inclu ion of a fourth stage of labour omprisin_g the fir t post-placen-
tal h ur. He describes the actual ph siology of this stage and divides 
it into the contractile and heamorrha,g ic pha es. To quote Greenberg: 
" It i during this forgotten hour- thi 'no man's land', betwe~n labour 
and the puerperium, when most of the deaths caused by obstetric haem-
orrhage take place. The e deaths occur becau e of the blind faith placed 
in a few quick clot expelling jabs at the uterus and in a few cubic centi-
meters of ergot or pituitary preparation. They also occur because there 
are no adequate facilities for immed iate blood transfusion or because 
reco,l!nition of the necessity for blood transfusion comes too late." 
lnd_eed his suggestion that a fourth staee be incorporated in labour 
forms and recorded as reli~iously as in :~nv other stage, seems a good 
one and should be con idered for practical •• . e on all obstetrical services. 
CHRISTMAS CALORIES 
By ST. NICHOLAS 
R. L. NOBLE, M.D., PH.D., D.Sc. 
Department of Physi logy . 
University of Western Ontario 
Gentlemen, there is a Santa Claus! Since my death at Myra on 
December 6th, 342, I have ' atched ' ith grave oncern the changes. 
wrou ht by centuries on my tea hing and philosophy. It is true that 
imper onations of myself appear by the s ore at this time of year and 
alas, I find that I, an unmarried venerated saint, have even to gaze on 
a Mrs. St. Nicholas, creation of an advertising man's delirium. .All this, 
with its generosity and good meaning and the enjoyment it brings to the 
children is a reassurance that all of what I tried to inspire, when on earth, 
has not been forgotten. But, gentlemen, the most important ideals of 
my teaching have by now been almost completely lost. Christmas calories 
have given way to Christmas carols, and only the well nourished appear- . 
ance of my effigies suggest what an essential role in my ideology was 
played by the calorie. It is with this in mind that I hope to reincarnate 
the philosophy of the calorie. 
On one day of the year, o er the course of perhaps two hours I can 
glimpse a half-hearted attempt by many people to obtain a proper caloric 
intake - But what are the after effects of this simple Christmas dinner? 
Capa ities have so diminished that evere reactions frequently occur. The 
meagre frames of the present race uffer from a multitude of symptoms. 
Obviously this isolated epi ode of ;.tn attempt to revert ~o a proper food 
intake has much less evolutionary significance than the laying of a par-
ticularly excellent egg by an aquatic duck-billed mammalian platypus. 
Let us try -and summarize the eating habits of the present time and deduce 
just how they profoundly influence the entire social system. 
To-day you live in a f od era of microscopic concentrates. Meals 
are de i~ned to give the maximum amount of nourishment in the smallest 
possible volume. To relieve the necessity of eating s me of the bulky 
vitamin containing foods, vitamin pills take their regular place in the 
diet. The caloric intake afforded b the usual three brief meals a day is 
hardly ufficient for any deArce of physical activity, much less for the 
development of adiposity. The t tal time taken to consume all the meals 
of n da is probably less than one hour. Everything is done to shorten 
the time spent in eating - the number of courses has been reduced, 
nourishment is extracted and served in a quickly consumable form and 
in some cases even the first steps in digestion have already been inflicted 
on the foodstuff. Consider the mutilated forms of the food products, 
which through the advertising medium of the press and radio, one is 
conditioned to believe are the ultimate in the culinar's art. 
At breakfast one is usually presented first of all with some form of 
juice. These can usually be divided into two types, the acid fruit flavoured 
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or an"tiphlegm variety and the vegetable, salt flavoured anti-hangover 
t pe. These of course come from a can the label of which implies the 
highly nutritive values of its contents and has some beautiful coloured 
pi tures of fruit or vegetable , photos of the highe t attainment of years 
of h rti ultural resear h, which supposedly represent the ori in f the 
juice. It does not state that uch juice can also be extracted from fallen , 
rotting and inferior starting material. Following the steaming, bleach-
ing. compression. filtration. addition of col uring, flavouring, and 
chemical preservative, and finally terilizat ion and a shot of vitamins, 
the final produ t bears so little re emblance to the starting material that 
it matters little what is cho en as the starting base. 
The dephlegming or dehcadaching proces i intimately associated 
with and rapidly followed by the imbulking stage. These foods, the so-
called cereals, probably represent the highest attainment of industry and 
<tdvertising. Surely no foods were ever so maltreated and malformed 
and yet represented as the ultimate in palatability and nutritive value. 
Bulk, of course, is an essential item in the usual dietary habits. Resides 
its rather mystic properties of rejuvenating a dying colon it at once im-
plies that subsequent meals will be o inadequate that mere bulk is re-
quired to assure a well fed feeling for the next eighteen hours. Toast 
and coffee may complete this festive orgy. It is true that the toast is 
ma e from presliced loaves which are composed of a mixture of ingredi-
ents de igned to yield the lightest, brownest, smoothe t, whitest, insipid-
est replica of bread. Little doe it matter that a commonly employed 
bleaching agent when fed to d gs cau es hysteria, running fits and con-
vuLions. aod that little children raised on home-made bread fail to even 
identify the usually consumed variety. The full aroma of coffee can only 
be fully appreciated when it is realize4 that the beans are picked by phys-
ically perfect, left-handed natives at a temperature of 90° F. one hour 
before sundown, from the tip top branches of the plant. 
It is probably unnecessary to continue further with a similar outline 
of lunch and dinner or to dwell on the heights reached by many in the 
art of cooking where still further mutilation of the already unrecognis-
able product takes place. Beverages perhaps deserve some comment. 
Milk ha become a popular and relatively safe drink since improved 
sanitation on the farms has been instituted. The ten million bacteria 
which till remain in a quart of milk are of course destroyed by the ex-
cellent process of pasteurization . The nutritive properties of dairy milk 
are con iderably less than they are when the milk leaves the cow. The 
dilution which is permitted result in a product which would do credit 
to a Holstein in an advanced stage of anaemia. The consumption of 
alcoholic beverages has reached a large volume. This is necessitated by 
their increased dilution . The high prices and curious social stigmas at-
tached to their use, however, relegates these excellent foods to an inferior 
place of social anaesthetics or stimulants. The nutritive value, therefore, 
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is relatively small unless one can manage to be continuously under the 
affluence of inkohol. 
Now, just what is the outcome of these dietary habits on homo 
sapiens? We find that the average weight standards, which are con-
structed by taking the mean weight of large g roups of these misfed in-
dividual , indica te a 160 pound, mild ly muscled, tall ind ividual, without 
any adipose tissue, as the ideal specimen. The popular trend of course 
is to prevent so-called overweight and the accumulation of fatty deposits. 
Millions of people, 'ihhrn ffo ~t to reach the ideal weight, spend hours 
in overstraining ~ir hearts, muscles, bones . and joints in bizarre forms 
of exercise. They, 6f course, are under the misapprehension that exercise 
is the ideal way of losing weight. Little do they realize that the calories 
expended by thirty-six holes of strenuous golf are immediately made up 
by a few d uble whiskies after he game. ReJucing diets and drugs are 
most commonly employed by the fem ale of the species. These frequently 
result in a series of nutritional deficiencies and systemic reactions leaving 
the individual with the body thinner, but not of much use for anything. 
How do these individuals with their curious eating habits fit into 
our general social pattern? At a recent meeting on the subject of stress 
it was pointed out that even the accelerated hospital building projects 
cannot keep pace with the number of new mental patients; stability in 
the home is so reduced that one of every three marriages ends in divorce. 
Mental stress is the seeming underl ying factor in this state of affairs as 
well as an important contributary cause of gastro-intestinal upsets and 
ulceration, card~ovascular and endocrine disturbances. It is suggested 
that this mental stress arises in those of suitable temperament from the 
many al arming stimuli to which everyone is nowadays ubjected - once 
the stress and strain has started added worrie create a vicious circle. Is 
it not 1 ossible that the thin , irritable, hyperactive individual, the result 
of present day dietary habits, is the ideal subject, temperamentally suited 
to be the most susceptible to stress? Furthermore, as the origin of the 
psychic trauma it may be pointed out that eating is one of the most 
primitive instincts. However, with the food situation of to-day, one's 
senses of taste and smell are rarely gratified, as is expected by the sight 
and build up of the food product - As an example, one always hopes 
that as he bites into the pies from the bakery they will taste like the kind 
mother u ed to make. Just think of the frustration which is suffered,-
and this goes on continuously from year to year. Need one seek further 
for the o rig in of these insults to the psyche? 
In contrast to this may I present my ideal of the adequately caloried 
individual and his outlook on life. He is not only overweight by present 
standard , but is positively rotund . His everyday caloric level is well 
above the Christmas caloric level and he is truly a splendid specimen -
a credit to the nutritionist and biochemist's art. In temperament he is 
jolly, happy and gay. His physical make up and placid nature lead to a 
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bovine contentment and disinterest in physical exertion. For the same 
reasons and also because of the well known secondary atrophy of the 
gonads the problems of sex seldom arise. Frustrations and traumatic 
stress are unknown quantities buried under the masses of calories. Be-
fore we consider the utopia which would result from the universal 
acceptance of the Christmas calorie plan it is perhaps instructional to 
review the history of some of the changes in .food habits of the English 
race.• 
In a consideration of the alterations in food and diets over the past 
five hundreJ years it is soon apparent that Jiet of to-day are a meagre 
effort when compareJ with those of a few hundred years ago. One has 
to consider only authentic reports of the wealthier classes since many 
unrelated factors have influenced the diet of the workin classes. The 
people of the early 15th century were definitely calorie conscious. It 
was the custom to have three separate meat course followed by three 
1 • separate fish courses. Each of the six cour es was br u •ht to a close by 
a dish of pastry, sweetmeat or jelly. The use of vegetables and fruits 
was almost unknown at this time. Let us look at the main ingredients 
of a kitchen list for a dinner of fifty, given in 1506 - 36 hickens, 1 
swan, 4 geese, 9 rabbit , 2 rumps of beef, 6 quail, 50 eg , 4 breasts of 
veal, bacon, 4 gallons curds, 11/ 2 bu hels of flour, 4 gallons of wine, etc. 
-This might be termed a chicken dinner and can be compared mentally 
with a dinner of the present day. This dinner would be considered only 
an appetizer if one considers the banquet put on by the church when 
Geor~e Nevell was enthrone a Archbi hop of York and Chancellor of 
England in 1467. The kitchen provided, among t a eemingly endless 
li t of beasts, bird and fi h, the fallowing item : 300 quarters of wheat, 
00 ca ks of ale, 100 casks of wine (cask = 252 wine gallons), 105 oxen, 
6 wild bulls, 1 000 sheep, 304 calves, 304 pigs anJ 400 swan - Even 
allowing for a stretch of imagination on the part of the chronicler, the 
quantities are enormous. It is not surprising that Archbishop Cranmer 
in 1541 took steps to check the scandalous extravagance of the abbots 
and hi her dignitaries of the church and decreed that an archbishop must 
not have more than six flesh dishes - or six fish dishes on fast days-
followed by not more than four second dishes! This of course only re-
ferred to • the mid-day meal which began at eleven and lasted until four 
in the afternoon. 
In the 17th century the people with comfortable incomes continued 
to be well fed . Thomas Muffett, quoting a contemporary, said: "The 
Spaniard eats, the German drinks, and the Engli h exceed in both". Pepys 
in 1663 at a special dinner in celebration of his being "cut for the stone" 
states: "We had a fricassee of rabbits and chickens, a leg of mutton 
boiled, 3 carps in a dish, a dish of 4 lobsters, three tarts, a lamprey pie, 
a most rare pie, a dish of anchovies, good wine of several sorts, and all 
things mighty noble, and to my great content". 
• Data from The Enalishman's food-Drummond and Wilbraham. 
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These satisfactory types of meals continued for the next one hun-
dred years. On April 20th, 1774 the Rev. James Woodfo rde gave a 
dinner a follows-The fir t c urse wa part of a large od, a chine of 
mutton , some soup, a chicken pie, puddings and roots, etc. Second 
course, pidgeons and asparagus, a fillet of veal with mushrooms and 
high sauce, roa ted sweetbread , h t I bster, apricot tart and in the 
middle . pyramid of syllabubs anJ jellies. ..We had de ert of fruit, 
and Madeira, white port and red to drink as wine... It seems unne es-
sary for him to add : .. We were all very cheerful and merry.. . Finally 
we might consider the menu for the Lord Mayor's Day Dinner in 1774-
~ hams about 20 lbs. each, 14 boiled fowl 26 roast fowl , 3 boiled turkeys 
and oysters, 3 roast turkeys, 3 geese, 2 ducks, 8 mince pies, 10 marrow 
puddings, 4 pounds cheese, 42 loaves 18 gallons small beer. ~0 dozen 
red port, 3 dozen white port 6 gallons brandy to be made into runch 
with 250 lemons, 2 bushels of apples. A description by Ward o such 
a Lo~d Mayor's Banquet at this time is of some interest:-
"Then each tuck'd his napkin up under his chin. 
That his holiday-band might be kept very clean; 
And pin'd up his sleeves to hi elbows, because 
They should not hang down and be creas'd in the sauce. 
Then all went to work, with such rending and tearing, 
Like a kennel of hounds on a quarter of carri'n . 
When done with the flesh , they claw'd off the fish , 
With one hand at mouth and th ' other in th ' dish . 
When their stomachs were cloy'd, what their bellies denied, 
Each clap'd in his pocket to give to his bride: 
With a cheese-cake and custard for my little Johnny, 
And a handful of sweet-meats for poor daughter Nanny. 
The drinking of beer and wine .may also play an important role in 
adding to the caloric intake since alcohol behaves like sugar in the body. 
Both ale and wine were common drinks in England in the 14th century, 
although the former was the most popular and was brewed by nearly 
. every h usehold. Harrison ( 1577) gives a detailed account of the domes-
tic brewing of ale at that time - as practised by his wife and maid serv-
ants. Each brew gave the best part of 200 gallons and this was practised 
once a month. Since the household was a small one, the consumption 
of ale mu t have reached prodigious proportions. Wine was little drunk 
by comparison and held in low regard - In a debate between the heralds 
of England and France, 1549 this item appears - "For your wine, we 
have good ale, beer, mead, cider and perry, being more wholesome bev-
erages for us than your wines, which maketh your people drunken, also 
prone and apt to all filthy pleasures and lusts" . 
The importance of ale in the everyday life of those times can be 
judged from the fact that extensive acts and regulations were in force 
to control the quality of the brew. In 1419 reports show that all brews 
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were to be tasted before being sold by the ale-connor who had to report 
on them to the Mayor. 
Until the end of the 15th century little beer was brewed a.s the prac-
tice of adding bitter herbs, particularly hops which were introduced from 
Flanders, was regarded with grave uspicion. As the old rhyme states 
"Turkies, carps, hops, pickerel and beer came into England all in one 
year" . Charges of adulteration with hops were made against brewers 
in 1 24 and legislation attempted to prevent the drinking of beer. How-
ever the popularity of beer continued to increase and it steadily replaced 
ale. It is probable that the resinou onstituents of the hops exerted a 
preservative action on the brew and so allowed the beer to be kept for 
a much longer period in warmer weather. Even then there was a great 
deal of fraudulent practice in watering, sweetening of sour beer, use of 
prohibited bitter herbs and other brewing materials. Piers Plowman 
records a dishonest brewer's cynical boast. "I can sell both drags and 
draft, and draw it out at one hole thick ale and thin ale." A rather 
riginal biochemical test for suga r in beer was introduced at this time. 
The ale taster would spill some of the suspected beer on a wooden stool 
and then sit down. If, after a time, he found the seat of his leather 
breeches glued to the stool, the brewer was accused of adding sugar. At 
the end of the 17th Century beer drinking was slowly to be replaced by 
the increase in the consumption of wine and spirits. The custom of 
bottling and laying down special wines was just starting. Apparently 
hundreds of different sorts of beer existed in England at this time vary-
ing from the very strong to the light small beer. The allowance at 
Christ's Hospital in 1690 was 30 barrels a week for 407 people. The 
caloric value. of small beer was some 200 per pint - so a young child 
drinking about 3 pints a day would get some 600 calories. 
Drinking was particularly heavy in the 18th century. Beer and ale 
could only be sold in licensed houses since the reign of Edward VI but 
crude spirit and gin could be sold unrestricted at 2 pence a gallon. This 
led to every 4th or 5th house in some London areas selling gin and illicit 
liquor, much of which was terrible stuff. By the middle of the century 
gin-drinking was causing untold misery, ill-health and thousands of 
deaths. Hogarth's "Gin Lane" is no exaggeration. An openly published 
recipe for g in, by no means the worst, ran as follows : oil of vitriol (sul-
phuric acid) , oil of almonds, oil of turpentine, spirits of wine, lump of 
suga r, lime water, rose water, alum, salt of tartar. Increased taxation 
and the sharp rise in the price of g rain and other fermentable material 
caused a big reduction in cheap spirits and the public of necessity re-
turned to beer and healthier drinks. In spite of the competition first 
·from gin and then from tea it is of interest that many of the large 
breweries which are still world famous, date from this period. 
From this brief excursion into the eating habits of the past it is quite 
apparent that the human body, given time, can cope with considerably 
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greater quantities of food than is the habit of the present time. Now 
just what should be the calpric level and what the average weight if we 
were to return to our Christma caloric ideal. Perhaps an examination 
of orne extremes might a sist in forming an opinion. Danie Lambert, 
born Mar h 13. 1770, in Leicester, England, was a normal boy until 14. 
At 19 he tarted to put on weight and became very strong - being able 
to lift 'iOO lb . with ea e and to ki k se en feet high . At 23 he weighed 
4·18 lbs. and became somewhat sen itive to hi appearance. However, 
when 39 he tipped the s ales at 7 9 lb . mea uring over nine feet at his 
greatc t circumference and ovcT three feet around the leg. 
William Campbell the landlord of the Duke of Wellington in New-
castle was ix feet four inches and weighed 728 lbs. when aged 22. He 
measured eight feet around the boulders, seven feet one inch around 
the waist, and three feet around the calf. These are the heaviest weights 
authentically recorded for men of normal height. However, a man born 
in 1798 in North Carolina was seven feet eight inches tall and weighed 
over 1000 lbs. He is generally conceded to be the largest man that ever 
lived and may be responsible for some of the remarkable specimens 
whi h come fr m those parts to play basketball. A coloured lady of 
Baltimore 18 8, weighed 850 lbs., exceeding Lambert by some 120 lbs. 
Larger numbers of reports can be found of more undernourished in-
dividuals in the 500 to 600 lb. cia s. Individuals of those weights have 
rather Jar e appetites and food intakes. One frequently finds annota-
tions in their records of such items as - accustomed to eat 18 lbs. of 
meat daily, still hungry after a whole houlder of mutton and a peck of 
hasty pudding, and so on . \Vith weights over 500 lbs. however, there 
are a number of handicaps whi h makes one believe that this weight is 
excessive. Many individuals of this weight die from rolling over on their 
faces when asleep and then -smothering from being unable to turn over. 
Great inconvenience is encountered in travelling- failing the use of a flat 
car or lar e truck these individuals have to walk everywhere they go. 
Many complain about hotel accommodation since the sleeping equipment 
is really inadequate and its impossible for them to get through any or-
dinary door. Clothing causes some minor problems sin e a man weigh-
ing over 600 lbs. will be more than 4 feet across the shoulders, and the 
breasts of a woman of the same weight, will be over 3 feet in circumfer-
en c and r ach to the umbilicus. Undertakers and pall bearers frequently 
complain. Mr. Baker, 650 lbs., of Worce ter on his death required a 
coffin larger than an ordinary hear e and 16 perspiring pall bearers 
lo vered him into the ground. Dr. Stafford, another enormous gentle-
man had the following epitaph put over his grave-
"Take heed, 0 good traveller, and do not tread hard. 
For here lies Dr. Stafford, in all this churchyard". 
It seems therefore that weights of over 500 lbs. give rise to difficulties of 
a physical nature which are not easy to surmount. An average.figure of 
roughly 400 lbs. would therefore seem to be a reasonable objective. · 
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Let us consider some of the changes which would of necessity take 
place in our existence if everyone were to increase to three to four times 
his present weight. The first direct effect would be on food consump-
tion and production. Presumably the present world rate of production 
would have to be increased thre~ to four times - this figure would no 
doubt be considerably greater if the millions of near tarving elements 
of the world's population were to be rai ed to the -100 lb. level. The in-
creased need for food would not only consume all surplus stores but 
would necessitate the creation of vast new agricultural areas, improved 
m~thods of farming and intense research on natural products. The 
marketing, storage, transportati n whole ale and retail distribution of 
this vast increase in food would be revolutionary on many aspects of 
business. The increased amount of food to be eaten to attain our stand-
ard would require some three to five times the time taken for present 
meals. This alone would have a profound influence on economy. Shorter 
working hours would automatically be present, in fact the time left for 
actual work in the day would be so reduced that all unemployment would 
disappear and even with the exploitation of large native populations of 
the world there would probably be a perpetual labour shortage. The 
reduced ability to perform normal labour and the increased fatigability 
would also be important factors . 
Tho physical and psychologica l changes would have far more wide-
spread effects. Wars of cour e w uld be impossible. Temperamentally 
the well fed 400 pounder, irrespective of race or religion cannot be stimu-
lated to become aggressive. Even the fiercest beasts in a zoo or menagerie 
are made placid and can be handled with impunity if they are overfed. 
N apoleon may have realized these limitations when he stated "an army 
marches on its stomach". We might confuse the metaphor further by 
adding "But only as long as its feet are not raised off the ground". 
Armament manufacturers even in their most frightful nightmares can 
scarcely imagine the changes nece ary in equipment to accommodate 
individuals of our chosen dimensions. The intervention of physical ex-
haustion and the increased desire and need to sleep are other factors 
incompatible with warfare. 
Let us look into life in the home under these altered states of nutri-
tion. Home life would be jolly; anger, jealousy, worry, would be re-
duced to a minimum in inverse proportions to body weight. The most 
primitive instinct, the taking of food , would be continuously satisfied. 
Th~ time spent at the table and in sleeping would make obsolete the 
pre ent day methods of time killing and of soothing frustrations such 
as afternoon teas, bridge parties, and moving pi ture . The other primi-
tive instinct of sex which is the cause of so much trouble to-day would 
be of only secondary importance. Curiously enough, Mother Nature, 
motivated no doubt by the probable limitations of things physical and 
material. has seen fit to reduce sex function in the markedly obese to an 
absolute minimum. As a result, divorce and crimes of passion would be 
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non-existent - the famous perennial family triangle would be replaced 
by the proverbial family circle. 
From the medical and insurance company teachings of to-day one 
might expect fear of disease and death to be an unpleasant consideration 
in the overweight. It may be pointed out, however, that the a sociation 
of increa ed weight with increa ed cau e of death from heart, kidney and 
vascular di eases is of statistical signifi ance only. It does not necessarily 
mean that heart disease causes verweight or vice versa. There is a 
hi hly significant relationship between the large number of individuals 
who wear straw hats in the summer and the low incidence of pneumonia 
at this time. Wearing a straw hat, however, is not considered a good 
prophylactic measure against respiratory disease by most modern authori-
ties. Furthermore, to-day we study the effect of a sudden weight change 
in an individual who does not alter his way of living. No prediction 
could be made when individuals start to become adipose from birth -
and their mode of existence is designed to be compatible with their size. 
There seems to be good evidence that mental disease, gastro-intestinal 
disease, and even some forms of cardiovascular disease would be drasti-
cally reduced in persons of a happy, placid temperment with no worries 
of sex or survival. 
In view of these changes which would be made on world e~onomics, 
unemployment, war, sex, and di ease by the addition of a few calories . 
to the diet it is well to bear in mind the numerous unsuc e ful plans 
whi h have been sug ested in the past. AI o, how mu h mo re plea ant 
is the thought of simply overeating and letting everything else look after 
itself. -
Having outlined what change mi ht be expe ted to take place in 
an over-weight universe, let us take a brief glance into that utopia -
Brave New Caloried World - Chri tmas 20~0 . A few items from a 
weekly newspaper should give us a brief but authen ic impression. 
Hea . in~. of cour~. no longer exist, but the pale rey ink stands 
out dea rly on the apple green paper. The paper is published only 1 day 
late. The concave bottom of the paper fits closely to the abdomen and 
makes it possible to get close enough to read every part of the page com-
fortably. 
The centre item is obviously important. Russia is overjoyed to give 
to the world her newly discovered Fatonium the only food capable of 
yielding 27 calories to the gram. This will do much to decrease the 
energy spent in preparing meals since Fatonium is 3 times more nourish-
ing than fat . During the furious debate before this announcement on 
whether Russia should give out this information free or pay other na-
tions to use it, all but two of the 24 representatives were asleep, but the 
Canadian delegate was seen to pull himself to his feet and waddle from 
the room. When questioned as to his conduct he stated simply: 'I was 
hungry'. An unusual motor flat-car accident is described in another 
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paragraph. Mr. Jones appeared in wurt for exceeding the 20 milej hour 
speed limit for his car. A mechanic stated that on the hill where the 
era h took place the car's braking power was greatly below the mass-
momentum factor of Mr. Jones and his 3 companions. The judge, before 
passing sentence, stated he was startled and alarmed by the serious in-
crease in accidents, since th is was the second time during the year he had 
had to officiate at court. As a result Mr. Jones received the heaviest 
sentence the judge could impose - seven days on a diet restricted to the 
Christmas calorie level of 1950. 
At the bottom of the -1 th page of .cooking hints and recipes under 
the book review of " Life Beg in at 00" is the interesting personal item 
that Mr. Smith, 462, and Mrs. Smith, 538, are to be cong ratulated on their 
admission to the 1,000 pounders couple club. In the section which for-
merly was called the athletic page is a note that the Eng lish Channel has 
been floated across in the record time of 28 hours, the champion consum-
ing only 8000 calories during the float. The scienti fic news is of greater 
interest- A new synthetic tobacco has been made which does not depress 
the appetite - it is possible this may revive the dead tobacco industry. 
A television screen has at last been manufactured which allows close ups 
of two actors to appear at once. The train of tomorrow has special seats 
in which two people can sit side by side instead of alternately on opposite 
sides of the aisle as previously. Individual catering is arranged for each 
scat. At the foot of the final page is a note - the next edition will 
appear in about ten days unless something exciting and urgent should 
happen in the interim. 
Gentlemen, this is the end of my message to you. With my faithful 
Rudolph with his red nose, and tongue in cheek I return to seclusion. 
May the philosophy of the Christmas Calorie bring a merry Christmas, 
peace on earth and good will towards men. 
THE PRE-COLONIAL COLON 
By R. M. BURGESS, ·~2 
A S IS THE CASE in too many fields of "modern" science, we are prone to pay scant homage to the humble beginnings of a number 
of present routine procedures. 
For instance, sigmoidoscopy. 
Long before the advent of petroleum jelly and before the American 
Cystoscope Co. enabled us to tour the colon with rod and steel, the 
original landlords of this noble terrain had devised means of their own 
to achieve this hazardous exploration. 
Although Geronimo's G.l. complaints were scarcely treated with a 
lick and a promise, it is safe to say that generations of mighty warriors 
with tarry stools were completely unexposed to Sim's position until fate 
took a hand one fine day- and then even the great Longfellow failed 
to take note. 
School children for decades have furrowed their brows over the 
landing site of Hiawatha's skyward arrow- now it can be told. A portly 
squaw (with irregular bowel habits for lo! some several moons) hap-
pened per hance to be stooped in quest of faggots when this heaven-
sent missile found its mark: she straightened with a muffled "yoicks" 
and beelined for the medicine man 's teepee. Being in a short mood, 
this g od gentleman forthwith yanked out the offending shaft, and 
beheld on its barbed tip the first surgical biopsy of a sigmoid carcinoma! 
Thus began an era wherein all practitioners, redskin or paleface, 
found their practices looking up so long as they remembered to look up, 
and schools began teaching push-ups in P.T. periods to prepare the race 
for steadiness in the knee-chest position. Eventually the practice be-
came so prevalent that specialists in the field announced the fact to the 
public by carving on their birch bark shingles "ME SEEKUM CAECUM". 
A one might expect, these early men were very ingenious in ac-
quring instruments for the ta k. A good length of bamboo pole was 
• ex ellent for the purpose; draping the patient eros wi e over the back 
of his pinto and facing his nether end toward the rising sun provided 
the nece sary illumination. Later it was discovereJ a first-rate 'scope 
could be made from an unused (for the moment) peace-pipe-the glow-
ing embers lighting the interior of the gut on gloomy days and during 
evening office hours. (Incidentally, visiting delegates who would deign 
smoke one thereafter were thought to be truly earnest in their peace 
overtures.) 
At first , this diagnostic innovation roused a few early vict-er-bene-
ficiaries of the method to rebel, and occasionally a head-strong (but 
colon-weak) warrior would turn the instrument on the hapless medical 
pioneer and mete out an exaggerated sample of his own medicine. Should 
you doubt this, the ne?Ct time you visit a reservation, lean close to one 
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of those grisly skulls stuck atop a pole outside a teepee, mumble a phrase 
or two of the Hippocratic Oath, and watch the eyes light up. And those 
totem poles you see-some ab riginal clinic met "death a Ia ramrod" 
en masse, standing in a row, elephant fashion . 
Although our history books ignore the facts, many of the more 
olourful aspects of Indian culture stem from just these early procto-
probings. Timid souls, caught una\ ares, let out a m st blood-curdling 
. who p, later to become tran ferred to the field of battle when its effect-
iveness was recognized . More staunch individuals gave vent to the 
widely quoted Indian phrase ··ugh !"-which latterday graphologists 
translate as "You can stop now, you just passed my hepatic flexure." 
The legend built about Chief Sitting Bull would never have arisen 
had it not been for the wiles of a cunning arch-enemy of his tribe. In 
the guise of a travelling specialist, this felon convinced the Great War-
rior that he should submit to an investigation, and, having sharpenl!d 
one end of his instrument, smeared the other end with glue, rammed 
it home, and hurled the Great One to the earth, where he remained 
rooted by his posterior unto posterity . 
It has even been said that the originator of rifling in a gun-barrel 
was inspired by his first squint at H uston's valves. 
Would that we could carry on with this fascinating tale pf bygone 
tails, but the redskin medico was prone to exhibit a sad investigative 
inertia, and fell into the habit of summing up the entire G.l. tract from 
its appearance at the. exit-that is: 
"Airs well that ends well." 
BOOKS IN REVIEW 
PHARMACOLOGY 
M. C. MuuN s, Associate Professor of Physiology and Pharmacology, 
New York Medical College, Flower and Fifth Avenue Hospitals, New 
York: 484 pages. 2nd edn. 1951, Oxford University Press, Toronto. 
The material that has been added to form the second edition has 
been woven into the fabric of the original. Besides the addition of new 
material, especially on the subjects of radiobiology and th~ therapeutic 
application of the antibiotics, complete revision of some parts was nec-
essary. The original aim of the book has been retained : to present a 
concise yet complete exposition, in outline form, of the science of phar-
macology, designed to bring the practitioner of .medicine up to date in 
this complex and rapidly growing field. $6.25 
• 
MODERN TRENDS IN OBSTETRICS 
C. S. BUCK, '52 
E,fitur's u te · The in itlen e of ae arian ctiun ha in reas c.l ,~:rea ll y 
in tht· fir t ha lf nf tht· twent it·th century. What may happen in thi 
r ,~: .trd du r i n~o~ the emnc.l half of th i century is the ubject of this fa nta y. 
As I look ovet the hazy horizon of time (ever since " time" became 
the fourth dimension, it's been without a horizon, but the e archaic ex-
pres ions do cling) I see SRO signs all over the ob tetricians ' offices; 
Men in '\ hite - beg pardon .,...-- Men in Green rushing to and fro from 
the O .R. to the D.R. and even, upon occasion, to the M.R., a serious, 
almost anxious expression clouding their faces. Years ago, when these 
men (now g rey before their time) were mere medical students they were 
taught the elements of a queer physiolog ical act termed " normal de-
livery". In capsule form, this consisted of a description of the passage 
of the foetus through the birth canal ("birth canal" being a rather figura-
tive expre sion denoting the pathway followed by the foetus in the act 
of parturition delineated by the confines of the bony pelvis) . Some of 
them . even to this day, remember the code-word " F-1-E-R-E" for the 
stages of normal labour and to put " Descent is commQn to all" at the 
top of their exam paper together with their name and number. As these 
men look back upon those days they realize that those were happy days 
-carefree, full of the joie de t'it•re-the patient did the work and the 
doctor g t the pay. Perhaps obstetrics was more complicated then-
what with hyd ro~tatic bag enthusiasts and hydrostatic bag detractors, 
with bstetri ians who categorically stated that the hi-ischial diameter 
should in ariably be measured accurately and those who vaguely said: 
"Bi-ischial diameter? - Oh, just palpate around in the last trimester-
if you can 't feel it then it's not worth bothering about"; or with those 
who stressed the importance of an accurate diagonal conjugate and those 
who said : " Brother, if you c.an feel the sacral promentory, watch out-
you've got a contracted pelvis on your hands!" Still, a shadow of nostal-
gia creeps across their faces as they hark back to those controversial 
days. For that was all before The Operation. · 
"The Operat ion?" you ask . Ye , The Operation - all the current 
homey periodicals are full of it ; Reader's Digest had the low down on it 
five or six years ago, so you can see that it's almost perfected by now. 
Popularly, it's known as the "Zippy Operation" - that is, if one needJ 
to be any more specific than "my operation". Technically speaking, it 
consist of a series of non-absorbable sliding fasteners (thence the 
name "Zippy", after zipper - an article more honoured in the breech 
than in the observance) each sutured to a plane of skin, fascia or uterus 
as the case may be. The operative details are somewhat obscure from 
this vantage point but the principle is obvious. At the appropriate time, 
(it's still nine months but Good Housekeeping's Medical Page tells me 
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that they're working on this too-that new wonder drug, Abacadabrone, 
you know) labour is nothing more than zip-zip-zip - pause for foetal 
identification - then zup-zup-zup. Women are crazy about it. But 
the trouble is, of course, that nature didn't think of it first. (That ex-
plains the dogged expression on the faces of these contemporary 
obstetricians). Still, as the Kinsey Report suggested - never under-
estimate the power of women. They tell me that some Hollywood 
debutante is wearing conche shells f coral hue (for some quaint reason 
termed a "bath in[; suit" in these days) to set off her jade-green zipper. 
Margeret O'Bruin (remember her?) is ~imply horrified at the idea; 
Robert Crisco (that old roue) was overheard to remark cryptically, "It 
takes all types to make a world." and Dean Stickwall was rather sus-
picious about it all - "There seems to be more there than meets ttie 
eye," he volunteered. 
Of course, such an innovation is not ushered in without some reper-
cussions. The S.P.C.A. is against it on principle; certain of the old 
school obstetricians have half-heartedly outlined a few contra-indications 
such as hermaphrodism and senility but generally, by the rising genera-
tion of medical students, they are considered definitely "old hat". 
Comments on the operation have generally been favourable both 
among the laity and the profession : 
"It just proves that we're not descended from apes - just like ah 
always said! Who ever saw a monkey with a zipper, now ah asks you?" 
said Senator McGook of Alabama in a recent Senate filibuster. 
"Its the coming Thing" said bandmaster Bill Pharris, a few years 
back. 
"Come on in , the water's fine! " one foetus of genius w!s reported 
to have told an examining obstetrician while that worthy doctor was per· 
forming a routine prenatal inspection. Speaking of "inspection", that's 
about all there is to prenatal care these days - no palpation, no percus-
sion, no balloting - just visual inspection through the amniotic mem-
brane. 
Well, see.you in the hectic 1980's . Dreamer! 
ABSTRACT: ASPIRATION BIOPSY OF THE KIDNEY 
PouL IVERSE N AND CLAus BRUN 
Am. J. Med., 9:324-HO. 
Sept. 1951. 
The advan tages of correlating clini-
al and laboratory findings with in vivo 
histologic pat terns are obvious. Conse-
<JU entl y, a piration biopsy of li ver and 
. plecn ha. proved to be a very useful 
diaJ,:nost ic pro edure. This technique 
has been modified by the authors for 
hiop y of the kidney with significant 
success. 
The technique, which is outlined in 
detail , employs the same instruments 
as de~crihed by Svenson and Roholn 
for li er biop y, the ite of aspiration 
bein~ determined following intraven· 
ous pyelog raphy. 
Eighty biopsy attempts were made in 
ixty· ix patients with sufficient tis ·ue 
being obtained in forty-two. With their 
present experience the author expc t 
po itive re ults in at least two-thirds 
of the cases. The only complication 
noted has heen transient haematuria. 
Six illustrative cases pre ented in Je-
t.ail indicate that this procedure will be 
of great use (as an adjunct) in the 
diagno~i~ of renal pathology. 
- M. D. MAXMEN, M.D., -~1. 
ABSTRA<.T: SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT BRONCHOGENIC CARCINOMA 
E. A. GRA.HAM 
New En~l and J. Med., 24~ : 389-396, 
September 13, 19~ 1. 
The author pre.ents some very inh:r-
e tin~ oh er .t tions on bronchogenit 
rar inomata, . orne of which will cause 
the cigarette moker to choke on his 
cigarette. Implicating the cigarette is 
the high incidence of the disease in 
heavy smoker , the higher incidence in 
males (they do smoke more) and the 
hi tolo~ica l type as ociated with ci~ar­
ettc srnokinJ.:. Of the two main histo-
logica l types the author re ognizes, the 
" adenoca rcinoma" bears little if any 
relation to mokin •, while the "epider· 
moid" or "squamous" type bears a very 
close relation hip to moking. 
The high incidence of adrenal meta-
stases, the indiration · for lobectomy 
and pneumonectomy and other interest-
ing questions are also discussed. 
- J. MARGII.ETT, M.D., '51. 
ABSTRACT: THE PHYSICIAN'S SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
jAME H. TOWNSEND 
New England J. Mcd., 245: 248--253, 
Aug. 16, 19H. 
In our society, where anything to do 
with health h~ great news value, or-
ganized medicine has become the reci-
pient of a barrage of criticism from 
many directions. The author outlines 
the problems faced by a grievance com-
mittee of a State Medical Society after 
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the rommittee's existence was publicly 
announred. 
More complaints were received about 
over harging than about any other 
item. The e were, however, in mo t 
ca. e a re ult of mi understanding. It 
was trife within hospital staffs that 
pre ented the most difficult problem 
to the committee. The majority of dis-
putes resulted from the supervi ion 
and limitation of work imposed on 
phy icians practi ing within the ho pi-
tal. It was felt that these and other 
seriou controversies could often be 
avoided by the discussion of common 
pro!Jlems at regular meetings of trus-
tees, administrator and staff. In addi-
tion, it was uggested that the physi-
cian . hould feel obliged to share put 
of the financial re ron ibility involved 
in the operation o the · hospital from 
which he derived in orne. 
If the pre ent y tern of individual 
practi e i to survive, the public must 
remain ati fied with the medical ser-
vices provided. To accomplish this, all 
physicians must have a sense of social 
responsibility as well as adequate tech-
nical training. Active participation in 
medical societie can do much to pro. 
teet the intere ts of doctors as a group 
and provide a focal point for common 
ontact with the public. 
-JACK LEITCH, '52. 
ABSTRACf: THE ADMINISTRATION OF CORTISONE BY THE AEROSOL 
METHOD IN THE TREATMENT OF BRONCHIAL ASTHMA 
MAXWELL L GELFAND 
New England J. Med., 245 : 293- 294, 
Aug. 23, 1951. 
The known efficacy of the applica-
tion of bronchodilators and antibiotics 
to the bronchial epithelium by inhala-
tion led the author to try the topical 
application of cortisone in five ca.ses of 
long-standing asthma. Four of the five 
responded to 50 mgm. per day in 10 
di ided do es; this was continued for 
two weeks. The other case was a sixty-
five year old woman with marked em-
physema and pulmonary fibrosis. Three 
of the four who responded relapsed 
after ce ation of therapy but respond-
ed again when treatment wa reinsti-
tuted. No minor or major sign of 
hypercortisoni m were noted perhaps 
be au e of the small doses employed 
and the short cour e of treatment. 
More evere ca es may require larger 
do e . The probable mechanism of ac· 
tion is discussed. 
- LYLE JENTZ, M.D .• ')1. 
ABSTRACf. THE CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS OF DISSECTING 
ANEURYSM OF THE AORTA 
Brit. Med. J. 2:397-400, 
Aug. 18, 1951. 
The diagno is of dissecting aneurysm 
of the aorta is one that is not often 
made, correctly or otherwise, during 
the life of the patient. This is partly 
be ause the rondition is relatively in-
frequent ami therefore seldom con ·id-
ered by the pra titioner and partly be-
cause the condition so often simulates 
more common disorders. Here are elev-
en cases of dissecting aortic aneurysm. 
In every case but one, diagnosis was 
made or confirmed by post-mortem ex-
ami nation. 
Three ca es presented with symp-
toms of coronary occlusion. In two of 
these cases, however, anaesthesia, p.u-
e is and obliteration of pulses in one 
or more extremities suggested an al-
ternative diagno is. In two other in-
stance the predominating picture was • 
that of arterial emboli ation in one or 
more extremity : intense local pain, 
coldness, pallor and cyanosis of the 
limb. In contrast, severe abdominal 
pain and shock with feneralized ten-
derness and rigidity o the abdominal 
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wall led to the misdiagnosis of per· 
(orated ga tric ulcer in two other cases. 
Dyspnoea and cyanosis without pain 
anJ yrnptom of unresolved pneu· 
monia were two other variants. 
In con idering the diagnosis of dis-
secting aneurysm it should be remem-
bered that a history of hypertension 
is not always available nor is there al· 
ways hypertension following the attack. 
although this is usually the case. Pain 
is a common but not a constant find· 
ing. Useful diagno tic procedures are 
,testing for weakening or absence of 
pul e in the extremities and the differ-
ential measurement of blood pressure 
in opposite limbs. Testing for peri-
pheral sensory loss may also prove 
helpful. 
.- IAN FIDDES, '52. 
ABSTRACI': DIAGNOSIS OF COlONIC LESIONS 
M. L. TRACY 
Am. Pract . & Digest Treat., 2 :~73-l\78, 
August 1951. 
A plan for proper investigation of 
the colon is nece sa ry to reach an ac-
curate dia~no is of colonic lesions. The 
main sym1 tomatology leading to this 
investigation includes: 
1. Change in bowel habit. 
2. Pa sage of bright red blood or 
dark dots from the rectum. 
3. Shifting abdominal pain or cram-
PY lower abdominal pain or both. 
4. Constant ache or pain in peri-
pheral quadrants ot the lower 
part of the abdomen. 
Investigation in order of sequence: 
1. Complete phy ical examination, 
looking especially for a visible or 
palpable mass, distention or ten· 
derness. 
2. Rectal examination for palpable 
lesion and rout ine g uaiac test for 
occult blood on g loved finger. 
3. Procto igmoidoscopy for direct 
vision of lesion and biopsy if 
warranted. 
4. Flat plate of abdomen for gas or 
fluid levels. 
5. Barium enema for filling defects. 
6. Air contrast study. 
- IAN c. WILSON, M:D., '51. 
ABSTRACI': TilE MANAGEMENr OF THREATENED ABORTION: 
A STUDY OF 100 CASES 
R. E. CROWDER, M. C. BILLS and 
J. C. BROADBENT 
Am. J. Obst. & Gynec. 60 : 896·899, 
Oct. 1950. 
The autltors compare the results of 
thei r treatment of threatened abortion 
in one hundred unselected female by 
two routines. Routine I consisted of 
bed rest, phenobarbital and pantopon, 
while routine II included bed rest and 
sedation a.s in routine I plus diethyl· 
tilboe trol given in large quantities 
init ially and reduced to a maintenance 
do. age of 50 mgm. daily by the 28th 
we('k of pregnancy. 
Routine I had 37 cases; routine II, 
63 cases. Under routine I, 21 patient~ 
or 57 per cent retained their preg-
nancy to viability while under routine 
II the salvage rate was 32 patients or 
51 per cent. 
The authors, from their own series, 
and from additional knowledge ob-
tained from research results of other 
groups, conclude that stilboestrol 
therapy. even in large doses, results 
in no increase in the salvage rate of 
threatened abortion over bed rest and 
edation alone. They do state how-
ever that they have no figures to prove 
or dis pro 'le the value of progesterone 
therapy in the management of threat· 
ened abortion. 
-R. A. GaANT, '52. 
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BOOKS IN REVIEW 
INTRODUCTION TO SURGERY 
V. K. FRANTZ M.D., Associate Professor of Surgery, College of Physicians 
and Surgeons, Columbia University; Associate Attending Surgical Patholo-
gist, Presbyterian Hospital, New York, and H. D. HARVEY, M.D., Assistant 
Professor of Clinical Surgery, College of Physicians and Surgeons, Col-
umbia University; Associate Attending Surgeon, Presbyterian Hospital, 
New York. 233 pages. 2nd Edn. 19~1. Illus. Oxford University Press, 
Toronto. 
As instructors. in the introductory course in Second Year Surgery 
at the College of Physicians in .the United States, Drs. Frantz and Harvey 
have a sound knowledge of the profusion ' of questions which students 
beginning surgery can ask. An effort is made, in this volume to provide 
answers to the more usual questions and, most of all, to state in at least 
fairly concrete form surgical truths that many students, pressed as they 
are by modern educational methods, have not time to perceive cleaily 
( r them~elve . $3. ~0 
UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO 
LONDON CANADA 
The University, founded in 1878, has been co-educati onal si nce its 
inct'ption. It h:ts three F:~culties-Art~ and Science, Medicine, and Public 
Health . There :tre ei~tht affiliated co ll e~tes . Four of them ~tive a complete 
four-y<'ar course leading to :tn Arts drgree. One (Alma) is a Junior College 
offering the first two years' work only. Two offer music (Western Ontario 
Con ervatory and Mu~ic Te:tchers' Colle~te) 11nd one is a theological only 
(Huron) . 
The po5t11•:u urge for hi~ther education has increased the total regis-
trati on of the niver ity in Lhe las t decade from 2,283 ( 1936-37) to <4,.COO 
(1950·1951) . Thas expan.sion demands a corresponding expan~ion in build-
ings, equipment, and st:tff; hence the current drives in all div ision.s of the 
l niversity, the consti tuent colleges and :~ffi li :t ted college alike. 
For particubrs re arding admission requ irements, cour es of study, 
fees. schol :u ships, etc .• wri:e THE REGI TRAR. 
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